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Access Bars - FAQs

Who benefits from an Access Bars® Session?
Access Bars® is suitable for anyone who wants to experience and create more ease, joy and
glory in their lives. 
If you are dealing with depression, anxiety, sleep problems, ADHD or other physical or emotional
issues, Access Bars® could be particularly helpful for you, on top of what you are already doing
for yourself.
The change you desire starts with your choice to have one or regular Bars® sessions.
 
What is a Bars® Session?
Bars® Healing is about dissipating and releasing trigger points, leftovers emotions, limiting
thoughts, point of views and beliefs that show up in your everyday life in the form of fears,
physical ailments, blocks, strained relationships and so on. 
Imagine if someone could press a button and mute that voice in your head that tells you that
you’re not good enough or that you can’t accomplish what you desire?
 
What does a Bars® Session do?
What Bars® do is create space: space to create, to know, to be, to receive, and to perceive the
infinite possibilities, choices, and change that are available to you, but were obscured until
now. 
Bars® unlock the energies from your mind and body so they may be released and cast out with
compassion. 
Bars® is about allowance: they allow you to create and welcome the change you seek because
your session has created the space required. 

How does it work?
Having your Bars® run is similar to when you defragment your computer and reorganise and
optimise all the files: here, the electromagnetic charge of your thoughts, feelings, emotions,
considerations, points of views and beliefs gets released out of your body and mind.
It is done in a very comfortable setting, lying down, while I activate 32 points on your head that
relate to different areas of your life. It is done on both sides of the head, which is why we call
this process “Bars®”. 
We do this process together: I offer the possibility of change with a session- you choose to have
a session - I create space -you allow for change.

Imagine who you will BE if you choose to allow yourself to dissipate the parts of you and
programming from others that have been, up until now, stopping you from being all that you
truly BE!

What do you mean when you talk about change?
Access Bars® points relate to a wide range of areas of life and create space to help you
achieve positive change in multiple areas such as sleep, stress, fears (of success and failure – or
the dreaded combo), creativity, money, outlook on life, happiness, weight, clarity, motivation,
relationships etc. 
 
As soon as your first session, and even more so when you have regular sessions, having your
Bars® run creates space for greater possibility and abundance in every area of your life,
because you choose to repeatedly optimise your thoughts, feelings, emotions, points of view
and beliefs.
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What’s the deal with those points? 
They are simply points that are interconnected and all Bars® are connected to each-other, so
the fun part is that we can never predict what will show up in the end. Access Bars® is a
gateway to infinite possibilities. Each point has a name. I will in turn release your locked charge
on creativity, kindness, time, money, communication and so on. 
A communication block might also block your abundance, therefore resulting in money issues
and a money block could be causing you sleep issues in turn. 
You can see why clearing limitations on one point may have positive effects on many areas of
your life. 
 
How about Bars® with children and neuro atypical people?
I run my girls’ Bars®. One sometimes rolls her eyes at me – she is 14-, but her sister loves having
them run because it quiets her very busy mind. As a neuro atypical 17 year old, she thinks in
pictures and concepts, not words, and I am sure you can imagine how crowded it can get up
there. She says time slows down for her after I run her Bars®, so she has time to sort through her
thoughts and plans and put them into action without stress.

What does a Bars® session feel like?
We are all different, so there is no “norm” to describe, however I have common reports of
complete relaxation, and you can also have a well-earned nap as I run your Bars®. Would you
say no to a little snooze fest in the middle of the day, with someone holding space for you? I
didn’t think so!

You may also have images and epiphanies and suddenly clear ideas pop up.

You may just feel nothing as your body is processing the electromagnetic release. And that’s
great too.  

You may get physical sensations such as warmth, tingling, twitches, buzzing, and sometimes
aches as energy is released (think of when a chiropractor releases a knot that has been there
for a while. Here we are talking about the connection between your mind, spirit and body, and
you may experience this kind of short-term discomfort).
Some people see colours. 

The consensus is an overarching sense of peace and joy by the end of your Bars®® session. 
 
Is Bars® like Reiki?
It isn’t. I am a Reiki practitioner in the Usui Lineage. Reiki goes through me and channels life
force energies into your body with a purpose and intention. When I run your Bars®, I simply
create the conditions for your energy to be released.
 
If there is no intention like in Reiki, what shall I do?
By turning up, you will have already done what needed to be done. You just get to lay there, be
there and allow yourself to receive while I run your Bars®.
 
Is Bars® like EFT? 
No. There is no tapping on Chinese medicine meridians to release emotions and traumas from
the body, like you see in EFT (and in my proprietary method Emotional Mind Reset). You can
practice EFT alone, but you will need a practitioner to run your Bars®. Your Bars® will
accomplish much more than targeted EFT sessions. 

Is it like Craniosacral Therapy?
No but there are some similar deep relaxation effects because your central nervous system is
soothed.
Your Bars® will generate deep relaxation but more importantly releases the energies of the
thoughts, feelings and emotions that have created the impact on the cells of your body, so you
can receive more change with Bars® in more tangible and intangible aspects of your life than
will ever be possible with craniosacral therapy. 
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Is it like Reflexology? 
No. Reflexology is a very hands-on and body based technique, by which applying pressure to
areas in the feet, hands and ears, tension will be released, thus improving circulation and
promoting the natural function of the related areas and organs of the body. The Bars® are not
about pressure points or massage. However, having your Bars® run can feel like you have just
had a great massage, because you will be deeply relaxed. 
 
Is it based on acupuncture, meridians or even chakras?
No. Although having your Bars® run can greatly enhance what is possible with any healing
modality that uses these points, because you will be in a space of allowance! Combining is
always a great idea. Self-care is always a great idea, isn’t it?
 
Does it hurt?
There is no pressure required to activate the Bars®. I will adjust the pressure of my hands on
your head to what is comfortable for you. Sometimes I am asked to run Bars® by keeping my
hands above the points, and that is perfectly possible, you don’t even need to give me a reason,
just let me know if you prefer this.  
When I run your Bars®, you may experience some intensity of awareness of the energy being run
and you can be assured that it will dissipate of its own accord as the process continues. As
mentioned above, sometimes you may feel an ache in a seemingly unrelated part of your body,
again, that is just energy getting released.
 
Can I stay dressed?
Yes. I will only ask to have briefly access to your hands and feet (let me know if you are ticklish!)
and the rest of the session will be for your head. I will keep you warm and toasty under a
blanket, and you can add and remove cushions as you prefer. 
 
Is there any channelling involved?
No. Although I am quite “plugged in”, during your session I will only ask for energy to run through
you so each Bars® point can have a releasing energy flow through it. 
 
How long does a Bars® session take?
It’s not about minutes, but as this is important self-care, I plan 75 minutes for an appointment,
allowing you time for greetings, settling down, a drink and natural break if you need one. I will
follow the energy and move from one point to the next as long as your body chooses to receive.
If you are in a rush and need a quicker session, please let me know so we can time it
accordingly. Bars® can be run in as little as 20 minutes, especially for children as they tend to
allow with joy and have less resistance to receiving. Let this be a lesson to us all! 
 
Is a Bars® session a quiet one?
Yes and no. We can chat away when you want to. There will however be no relaxing music,
because that interferes with brainwaves. I won’t ask you to empty your mind, or focus or
meditate. Tiy can count the squares on the ceiling if you want. It’s all fine. 
 
What if I need to scratch, or pee or drink?
Go ahead! As long as you get up from the table nice and slow, you can take a break and move
around. As mentioned before, I will have cushions and what you need to be comfy.
 
How often should I receive a Bars® session?
As often as you desire, and when you can, is my answer. I have mine run every week, since
Bars® are great for when you’re not doing so good as well as when you are doing good (kind of
like a general tidy up). You should feel a tapering of the effects around three weeks… you may
find yourself out of sorts, or grumpy, or feel your mental load get one over you again, it’s time to
choose change and have your Bars® run.

I hope I answered all your questions. Don't hesitate to get in touch on elsa@terralunainti.com
 

To book directly via Paypal, go here.
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